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Foreign and Commonwealth Office

London SW1A 2AH

28 April 1987

United  Kingdom /Soviet Union  C'W

In your letter of 21 April you asked for a translation
of the Izvestia articlSwhich Mr Kossov left with you. I

// enclose a° translation together with a summary sent by our
Embassy in Moscow in their Saving Telegram number 2 of 16 April.
You will see that the article is an analysis of the lessons
for Soviet interviewers to be drawn from the Prime Minister's
TV interview in Moscow. _

Besides this article, there have been other_ ripples in
the Soviet press following the interview .  Simonov, one of
the 3 interviewers, indulged in some self -criticism in a
"post-mortem "  article in Moscow News  (Number  12 April 1987).
He referred to (incorrect )  rumours that he himself had been
exiled as the Novosti correspondent to the Kurile Islands,
that Kalyagin had been anished from the TV screen  and_ Fiat
Kolesnichenko had been demoted to cloakroom attendant! But
he correctly porn e u e in erview was nonetheless
"an unprecedented example of the expression of openness in
the  history of Soviet TV".

(L Parker)
Private Secretary

C D Powell Esq
PS/10 Downing Street
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Watching television together

Every cloud has a silver lining

I cannot recall a single international television broadcast in

the last few months that has given rise to such widespread and

vigorous comment as the interview with Margaret Thatcher conducted

by three Soviet journalists. More than a week has passed since that

broadcast, which went out at almost midnight, but everywhere people

are still saying "Well? What do you think?". That question is

spiteful, and it contains innuendoes against us journalists who

specialize in international affairs, and in particular the political

correspondents among us.

One is astounded by the vastness of the television audience -

practically the whole nation - and the degree of interest in

international politics, especially when the principal figures and

participants in that field are actually appearing.

The magnifying glass of the television screen creates an effect of

immediacy, and generates the passion and excitement of a sports fan.

The intermediate, interpretative links are cut out. Face to face

with the event taking place before his eyes, the viewer forms his

own opinion.

To a professional journalist like me it is clear that that opinion

is dominated by emotions. Indignation: "Whatever are they doing

attacking her, a woman, like that?!...". Admiration: "Look how she

responded to them!!!". And critical generalization, once again as a

feeling, and sarcasm: "They call themselves political

correspondents!...".

And so the "fans", demonstrating objectivity, agree that the match

did not end in our favour. If one thinks about it, there is even a

certain concealed satisfaction in their verdict. This betrays

discontent with the state of affairs with regard to our

international affairs journalism, which, in no hurry to abandon the

customary stereotypes, is lagging behind the pace of the change in
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peaceful coexistence nor productive contacts between state leaders.

The second lesson should be taken to heart by both journalists and

the public. However high the passions of the "fans" ran, an

interview, by the very nature of the genre, cannot be a sports match

in which there have to be winners and losers. Those who see

interviews as a means of "driving the other side into a corner" are

mistaken. With rare exceptions, that task is beyond the

capabilities of journalists - especially with experienced and tested

politicians. The simple truth must be grasped - they go to an

interview not to be "driven", but to set forth their positions and

views (or conceal them). If one considers the purely propagandist

effect of an interview, there is far more chance of the interviewee

achieving it than the interviewer. The latter achieves the effect

of obtaining information, whether old or new. As a matter of fact,

it is this that constitutes the law of the genre - the obtaining of

information, not confrontation presupposing victory or defeat.

Margaret Thatcher made good use of the opportunity given to her.

The journalists had far fewer opportunities. The degree of their

success or failure may be defined  only  by how much use they made of

them .  For example ,  we heard no answer  to the  question of plans for

a British nuclear build -up, because the question was not put. We

did not find out upon what mutually beneficial basis of compromise

the British defence of the doctrine of nuclear containment and the

Soviet plan to achieve a nuclear -free world might come together.

That question also was not put.

But should one feel regret? And should one wonder - at the

analytical, not the emotional, level - that the other side has its

own logic, deriving from another way of life? You can't win every

argument - still less every interview. As the saying goes, "you

can't put a handkerchief over everyone's mouth"*. And openness

presupposes, inter alia, the right of the viewer or reader to draw

his own conclusions.

* Translator's note: Literal translation. Proverb not found.

Presumably it implies that one cannot prevent people from expressing

their views.
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The third lesson is that of tact and tactics. As regards tact, the

reaction of the public was very strong, while tactics  somehow passed

it by. Meanwhile, in my view, the very tactics for conducting the

interview were not properly worked out. Fifty minutes is a very

long time on the television screen. It represents answers to

perhaps twenty or so questions. But the questions did not come.

Far too many minutes were used up in "driving" Mrs Thatcher into

going round and round in circles* on the subject of nuclear

containment, with little result. And this irritated the viewers.

There may well be other lessons to be derived from the interview.

And it is important that they should be. Every cloud has a silver

lining. The practice of openness holds in store further interviews,

encounters and experiences - and further tests. One way or another

journalists dealing with international affairs will have to improve

their methods, learn and re-learn.

Stanislav KONDRASHOV

* Translator's note: Presumed meaning. Term not found.
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PRIME MINISTER'S VISIT: SOVIET PRESS COMMENT

TV INTERVIEW

1. The ripples in the Soviet  press  (reported in Whitting's

letter of 9 April not to all) following the Prime Minister's

TV interview have still not disappeared. On the TV page of

Izvestiya on 11 April Kondrashov analysed the journalistic

lessons for Soviet interviewers in an article entitled "Every

cloud has a silver lining". Drawing attention to the widespread

public criticism of the interviewers' performance Kondrashov

said there were three major lessons to be learned from this

.experience. They were:-

(i) The dangers of caricaturing interviewees. In the

case of Mrs Thatcher, for eight years she had been the "iron

lady" with all the unacceptable associations with British

conservatism and its unattractive human face. However at  her,

recent interview the Soviet audience  had seen an  English lady

in a senior government post who was clever, experienced and

attractive with an appealing  sense of  dignity. A conservative?

Yes, one's view did not change. But who said it was impossible

to have a conversation on the search for peace with a committed

conservative.

(ii) The need for Soviet journalists and their audiences

to learn more about the nature of such interviews. They are

not like sporting matches where it is necessary to always try

and pin one's opponent to the wall. The interviewee is far more

likely to succeed when dealing with a purely propagandistic

declaratory line of questioning. Mrs Thatcher was able to exploit

this weakness: we never heard about the British nuclear

weapons build up, or possible common ground between British retention

/of
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of nuclear arms and Soviet plans for a non-nuclear world simply

because the questions were not asked. A more open approach

to such interviews consonant with glasnost' will enable the

viewers and readers to draw their own conclusions.

(iii) Tact and tactics. Instead of using the fifty minutes,

a large amount of TV air time, to ask a couple of dozen questions,

the interviewers were too concerned about point scoring

on nuclear arms issues.

PRIME MINISTER'S REPLY TO AN IZVESTIYA READER

2. Izvestiya of 12 April carried the full text of the Prime

Minister's reply, dated 2 April, to a letter from

Margarita Pulchikova which had been published in Izvestiya of

27 March.
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